
16.09 of its negative mile. 
 The Human break-up. Following the lightyear after combustion.  
Cataclysma of relationships and why we can’t be together.  
 
It takes 16.09 miles of spatial distance between hydrogen\carbon to meet at [ventricle] cells of 
oxygen after a bond has been split. М::2≠ф. The length is defined by geometric coordinates of 
the lungs between its spatial distance of left to right rotational energy from the backbone of its 
phosphate to become unified under 1° white light (the nervous cells). Its hydrothermal dividend. 
Using velocity it’s wavelength and [estrogen] it’s sufficient amount of fuel (Resource Ac). 
Magnitude melts the times distance through eyesight but it’s vanishing point through feeling 
defines its pressural weight, where within the body, holds its extra weight. Because healthy 
relationships must meet in equalized concentration points of cell Oxidation processes 
underneath the sternum. (Thé FYI cells and gratitudinal light). Root E.  
 
Thé chlorophyll Systems and needs of nitrate pollination in processes of the back. 
According to C, net force at 1° frontal lobe falls back into the neck at inertia because oxygen 
alignment cannot meet at a psychological level of conscious agreement; where coordination 
occurs, to balance any level under the heart that 0° to net force has on a 3° gradation level of 
saturation (the neuron). This is due to the [psychological Weight of placement]; oxygenated 
level of eroplasticity in thé lungs (wavelength resource L), and Rotational [c [sub] cultures of 
carbon].  In cubic measures, geometrics, aspects can only turn according to the stomach 
where all is being neutralized. Its saturation, that [f] squares at point pleasure (lm) 
equated through logarithmic proportion of speed where distance is fragmented by rational 
processes of [sound (+ clouds)] being driven through the body by neurons [q– anatomical 
design]of Patterns. Seen in (8) in Math — the month ratio of calendar ration from birthdate to 
wave inFLUX at 3° each year (energy wavelength reFlux pénétrations [12]:1). The same system 
working on electronic scales into polluted pulls in states of electronic carbons; clouds——> per 
each cloud of dust.  
 
Vanity. Thé simultaneous carbon combusted rotation of angle between collective vision and 
your own in spectacles (oxygen). In gravitational pulls by outside light into absorbance required 
at breathing, [gY] is squared its distinctive proportion and valued by chemical concentrations 
between sunlight and carbon net weight; divided its extinctive ration pressures (behaviors); on a 
chemical bias of thé cerebellum and its 8th rotational device — the split degree of 
subconscious, conscious, and [3rd Eye = thé gradation scale of oxygen being mirrored by your 
[Form B]:Refraction to lungs]. Chemical proportion between hydrogen in heart rate to ration of 
thé neuron. 1|1 [hypercooperative].  
 
Its equivalent to 1 Ionic degree of penetration between x and Y.  
 
Alternative weight.  
Pressures induced by oxygen recede backwards at compounded levels [under the skin] 3° into 
past state existence [time’s cell space to memory] and can only be penetrated out through 



dream cycles and concentrated action thé neuron has to its concentrated system balances of 
helium, in réfractions of (0,0,0).  
 

Between A and E.  
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